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It Started at a Wedding... Kate Hardy 2015-04-07 As if losing her best friend's wedding dress wasn't bad enough,
dressmaker Claire Stewart now has to answer to the ultra-handsome, ultra-successful brother of the bride, Sean
Farrell. But one kiss later the pair might be heading for their own 'I do!'
More than a Cowboy Sarah Mayberry 2020-04-30 He's all wrong but he makes her feel like she's flying… When
Sierra Carmody lands a temporary job as a private helicopter pilot for Garret Tate, it’s a dream come true. The
last thing she expects or wants is to fight a powerful attraction to her new boss when their families share a
painful history. But Garret draws her like no other, and she can’t stop thinking about him. His world is sinking but
she feels like solid ground… Garret Tate is determined to be nothing like his father, which means keeping his
hands strictly to himself around the hired help. But Sierra tempts him far more than just physically. She’s smart,

funny, capable and honest and everything he never knew he wanted. It’s not long before they give in to their offthe-charts chemistry. But just as they start to think it's real love, Garret's father's dark past catches up with them,
threatening to bring everything crashing down. Torn between family loyalty and love, can there be a safe landing?
Her Best Friend Sarah Mayberry 2014-03-03 Will it be friendship or romance? What's a girl to do when she's
secretly in love with a friend and he's married to someone else? She gets over it. That's what Amy Parker has
done. Rather than lose her best bud Quinn Whitfield with an ill-timed, crazy confession of affection, she's taken
the smart route. She's eased away from him. Just enough to get past the unrequited bits. And you know, it's
working. Until the day Quinn announces he's now single. That's right. He's single. And he wants to hang out.
With her. Get reconnected the way they used to be. Oh, this is so not good for Amy's equilibrium. Daily doses of
Quinn remind her of everything she loves about him. But if he's free…and she's free…well, maybe the time has
come for one of those crazy confessions.
Make-Believe Wedding Sarah Mayberry 2014-07-28 The Great Wedding Giveaway - Book 9 Everyone in
Marietta, Montana, is in love and getting married - at least that’s the way it feels to Andie Bennett the night of the
Valentine’s Ball. As she watches the man she’s loved from afar for half her life dance with another woman, Andie
allows herself a moment of sheer fantasy as she fills out a stray entry form for the Great Wedding Giveaway.
Andie channels years of fantasy and yearning for Heath McGregor onto the page, but she never intends to
actually enter the Giveaway. Only a crazy woman would do that. But fate has other ideas…. When Heath learns
he and Andie are last minute finalists in the Great Wedding Giveaway, he’s completely baffled. How on earth
could anyone make such a ridiculous mistake? When it becomes clear that Andie will be humiliated if the slip-up
becomes public, Heath does what any good friend would - he suggests they pretend the engagement is real until
the Giveaway is over and then quietly “break up” when no one is paying any attention. It’s the perfect solution,
except Heath very quickly realises that pretending Andie is his is no hardship at all. In fact, it may just be the best
thing that’s ever happened to him…
Diary of an Accidental Wallflower Jennifer McQuiston 2015-02-24 The first irresistible installment in New York
Times bestselling author Jennifer McQuiston's Seduction Diaries series proves that some secrets are too
delicious to hide. Pretty and popular, Miss Clare Westmore knows exactly what (or rather, who) she wants: the

next Duke of Harrington. But when she twists her ankle on the eve of the Season’s most touted event, Clare is
left standing in the wallflower line watching her best friend dance away with her duke. Dr. Daniel Merial is
tempted to deliver more than a diagnosis to London's most unlikely wallflower, but he doesn’t have time for
distractions, even one so delectable. Besides, she's clearly got her sights on more promising prey. So why can’t
he stop thinking about her? All Clare wants to do is return to the dance floor. But as her former friends try to
knock her permanently out of place, she realizes with horror she is falling for her doctor instead of her duke.
When her ankle finally heals and she faces her old life again, will she throw herself back into the game? Or will
her time in the wallflower line have given her a glimpse of who she was really meant to be?
Burning Up Sarah Mayberry 2008 Rediscover this sizzling romance from fan-favorite author Sarah Mayberry
Somebody get some ice... it's steamy in here! Spending a month as personal chef for an overindulged-- and
mouthwatering--man? Sophie Gallagher is so up for the challenge. She's immune to charm...or so she thinks.
Because when big-screen star Lucas Grant turns up the temptation, she discovers--up close and personal--he's
earned the name hottest man alive. Sophie is fun, vivacious and couldn't be further from Lucas's bimbo
bombshell type. Much to his surprise, she's captivated him. But as sizzling as they are between the sheets, once
his hiatus is over, the credits will roll on this fling. Saying goodbye, however, isn't as easy as he'd thought. Will
this production be The End of the Affair... or Love Actually? Originally published in 2008
The Lost Children Sarah Mayberry 2006 It is 1867 and young English immigrants Ethan and Amy Melville find
themselves shipwrecked on the remote and desolate coast of New Zealand. Fearful that their mother has
drowned, they decided to search for their father who is somewhere in the South Island. Danger is everywhere:
settlers and local Maori are fighting over land, and lawlessness abounds. Totally unprepared for life in the wild,
Ethan and Amy team up with two young strangers. But can they trust Meg, a petty thief, or Tama, an escaped
Maori slave? Pinned to Amy's clothing is the only thing of value the Melville family have left - a beautiful diamond
brooch. But Amy's brooch has not gone unnoticed - and some people will do anything to get their hands on the
treasure. A riveting drama about an unlikely band of young people thrown together during the chaos of the New
Zealand Wars.
His Christmas Gift Sarah Mayberry 2015-11-02 Since tragedy estranged defense attorney Jenna Macintosh from

her family, she’s done her best to pretend Christmas doesn’t exist. Not so easy this year when she needs to
work with client Lacey Gallagher, who is living on her brother Sawyer’s Christmas tree farm. All those fragrant
pines dripping with twinkling lights are bad enough, but when disaster strikes, Jenna is stuck alone in a wooded
cabin with Sawyer, the hottest man she’s ever met. Experience has taught Sawyer Gallagher that smart city
women like Jenna don’t want men like him, but when Jenna falls ill, he must abandon his plan to keep his
distance and soon he’s trying to work out ways to make her his—and not just for Christmas.
Not Just Friends Kate Hoffmann 2012-05-01 Come to Camp Winnehawkee! For new experiences. (With boys!)
For the great outdoors. (Where you can find yourself in nature. With boys!) For adults-only activities. (Best
shared with men!) For venture capitalist Adam Sutherland, attending Camp Winnehawkee's reopening was a nobrainer. He's even reuniting with former camp counselors to chip in and help revive the camp. What he isn't
expecting is to find a girl sleeping in his bunk. Or that the girl is none other than Julia McKee, who went from shy
and awkward Good Girl to scorching-hot babe…. But the good girl is all gone…and she's headed off to Paris!
But before she goes, Julia intends to show her bad-boy childhood crush just how to put the "wild" back into the
wilderness! And this time, he'll be the one left wanting more….
Santa's Secret Serenity Woods 2014-12-01 Will the magic still be there when they wake on Christmas morning?
Having long since lost his Christmas spirit, Rudi comes to Santa's Secret Village looking to sell the resort. His
seven-year-old daughter already knows the truth about Santa, and neither of them is particularly in the mood for
the festive season. Practically a recluse since the death of her husband, Eva's not looking for romance. Her trip
to Santa's Village is for the sole purpose of making Christmas more festive this year for her young son. But Eva
brings an unexpected sparkle to Rudi and Isabel's lives that renews their belief in the spirit of Christmas. As the
weather grows colder, things heat up between Rudi and Eva. But will the magic still be there when they wake on
Christmas morning? 48,102 Words
Elusive Hope M. L. Tyndall 2013 Embark on an exotic adventure in Book 2 of the Escape to Paradise series from
bestselling author MaryLu Tyndall. In the fledgling colony of New Hope, their friends struggle to create a
Southern utopia in Brazil soon after the Civil War. But Hayden is seeking revenge'relentlessly.'And Magnolia is
seeking a way out'desperately. They both seek to use the other for their own purposes'deceptively. Falling in

love was never part of their plans. ... Escape to Paradise Series: Book 1 - Forsaken Dreams ' '
Garden Spells Sarah Addison Allen 2007 A successful caterer in Bascomb, North Carolina, Claire has always
remained tied to the long and magical legacy of the Waverly family, until her peaceful life is transformed by Tyler
Hughes, an art teacher and new next-door neighbor, and by the return of her prodigal sister, Sydney, who has
arrived with her five-year-old daughter, Bay. A first novel. 75,000 first printing.
She's Got It Bad Sarah Mayberry 2009 Twelve years ago Zoe Ford let Liam Masters break her heart. But now?
There's not a chance. Zoe is as tough and wild as they come. So when Liam shows up at her tattoo parlor, she's
more than ready to take him on again. That's not going to be a hardship, since he's hotter than he ever was. This
time she's staying in charge. And she's not going to consider their score settled until he's hot, bothered and
begging for more! Then she'll move on as callously as he left her. Unless all that deliciously bad sex is just too
good to give up....
All Over You Sarah Mayberry 2009-04-21 Millions of women drool over soap star Mac Harrison. And scriptwriter
Grace Wellington is no different--the hottie headlines all her wildest fantasies. She keeps him firmly in his place
there, however, because her days have no room for such ego-driven men. But when she and Mac are thrown
together on a project, fantasy becomes blissful reality! All of her secret, naughty desires come to life under his
sizzling ministrations. This is one affair to remember--and to let go of when it's over. Too bad Mac doesn't agree.
He wants to move things from just sex to true commitment. Worse, he has all the right moves to convince her
real life is much better....
A Bend in the Road Nicholas Sparks 2001-09-18 Fall in love with this small-town love story about a widower
sheriff and a divorced schoolteacher who are searching for second chances -- only to be threatened by long-held
secrets of the past. Miles Ryan's life seemed to end the day his wife was killed in a hit-and-run accident two
years ago. As deputy sheriff of New Bern, North Carolina, he not only grieves for her and worries about their
young son Jonah but longs to bring the unknown driver to justice. Then Miles meets Sarah Andrews, Jonah's
second-grade teacher. A young woman recovering from a difficult divorce, Sarah moved to New Bern hoping to
start over. Tentatively, Miles and Sarah reach out to each other...soon they are falling in love. But what neither
realizes is that they are also bound together by a shocking secret, one that will force them to reexamine

everything they believe in-including their love.
Suddenly You Sarah Mayberry 2012-11-01 The definition of a happy man? The guy who knows exactly what he
wants and has it. That's Harry Porter. He's got the perfect job, the best buddies and no commitments beyond the
next good time. It's the ideal life. Then he stops to help Pippa White when she's stranded by the side of the road.
He's known—and liked—her for a while, but as the ex of a friend, she's entirely off-limits. And as fun as the
banter with her is, Harry knows single moms are out of his league. So why all the excuses to see Pippa
again…and again? And why can't he stop thinking about her? But most puzzling of all is how Harry suddenly
wants to swap a night with the boys for one with only Pippa!
Cruise Control Sarah Mayberry 2006 Cruise Control by Sarah Mayberry released on Apr 25, 2006 is available
now for purchase.
The Tycoon's Kiss Jane Porter 2014-04-09 From USA Today bestselling author Jane Porter comes an oppositesattract Valentine's Day tale complete with a small-town ball If anyone can make her feel like the belle of the ball,
it’s him Taylor Harris – Marietta, Montana’s new librarian–is the quiet type who likes her glamour between the
pages, but not in her own life. When she’s pushed into attending the formal Valentine Ball with Marietta’s Most
Eligible Bachelor, Troy Sheenan, Taylor can’t imagine a worse pairing. What in the world would she have in
common with a wealthy playboy like Troy? Technology tycoon Troy is forced by business concerns to return to
his hometown and take the town librarian to the Valentine Ball… what he doesn’t expect is that Taylor is even
less excited about the prospect than he is! Intrigued by the only woman in town who wouldn’t be thrilled to take
his arm at the big event, he’s determined that she will not just agree to be his date… but she’s going to like it.
Can Taylor turn a cold shoulder to Troy’s heart-melting charms, or is this about to be Marietta’s hottest
Valentine’s Ball yet?
Winter at the Door Sarah Graves 2015-01-06 When Lizzie Snow takes over as Bearkill's police chief, she finds
herself being stalked by someone from her past.
Anything for You Sarah Mayberry 2006 The world according to Sam Kirk has just turned upside down. His best
friend and business partner, Delaney Michaels, has returned from vacation a new woman... a gorgeous, hot new
woman. Suddenly Sam is thinking entirely inappropriate thoughts about his buddy. Worse, with Delaney's

changed look, she's abandoning their friendship in pursuit of the picket-fence dream. It's a nightmare come true.
Then one night finds them tangling in the sheets. It should feel wrong, wrong, wrong... instead, it feels very right.
And now Sam knows exactly what he'd do to keep his best friend: absolutely anything.
Crisis Shot Janice Cantore 2017-09-05 Tess O’Rourke dreams of becoming the first female chief of police in
Long Beach, California. As commander of the East Division, she is well on her way . . . until the night she
responds to an officer-needs-assistance call and fatally shoots an unarmed teenager. Despite being cleared of
wrongdoing by a grand jury, Tess is so hounded by the public that she takes a job in Oregon to escape the bad
press. Winning over the residents of Rogue’s Hollow might be more difficult than adjusting to her new role as
police chief in the small, backwater town. Especially when her closest friend, the pastor’s wife, goes missing and
the woman’s cousin is found shot. Tess finds an ally in sheriff’s deputy Steve Logan, but as they track down
Rogue’s Hollow’s first murderer, she worries that she’s breaking one of her rules and getting too close to him.
Love Me Always Sarah Mayberry 2022-04-30 The final two stories in The Great Wedding Giveaway! When a few
of Marietta’s long standing bachelors start walking down the aisle they vowed to avoid, the town’s residents are
speculating there must be something magical in the water. Be our wedding guest during The Great Wedding
Giveaway as these chiseled, brooding cowboys, sexy business owners, and local bad boys return to town to
prove a point and say “I do” to the women of their dreams. Books included: Last Year's Bride It’s for the ranch.
It’s your duty. A man does his duty, always. His father Sam’s words were carved into Cole McCullough’s brain.
His responsibilities lay with Rafter M Arrow, which had been in their family for over a hundred years. Even
though they were fighting a losing battle to keep the place going. The ranch always came first, over personal
comfort, sometimes reason and definitely women. Sam had seen both his wives walk away, dismissing them as
hot-house city girls who couldn’t survive the wilds of rural Montana. So how had Cole ended up making a spur-ofthe-moment marriage last year in Reno to TV director Nell, who was as city as they came? Nell was prepared to
give it all up to be with Cole. But he knew how it would end: as it had always ended before. It was time to stop
living a pipe dream and sue for divorce. But then Nell came back to Marietta with The Compatibility Game, a
reality program, in which couples discovered what they were willing to do for love by living and working at Rafter
M, and Cole found himself taking part too… Make-Believe Wedding Everyone in Marietta, Montana, is in love

and getting married - at least that’s the way it feels to Andie Bennett the night of the Valentine’s Ball. As she
watches the man she’s loved from afar for half her life dance with another woman, Andie allows herself a
moment of sheer fantasy as she fills out a stray entry form for the Great Wedding Giveaway. Andie channels
years of fantasy and yearning for Heath McGregor onto the page, but she never intends to actually enter the
Giveaway. Only a crazy woman would do that. But fate has other ideas…. When Heath learns he and Andie are
last minute finalists in the Great Wedding Giveaway, he’s completely baffled. How on earth could anyone make
such a ridiculous mistake? When it becomes clear that Andie will be humiliated if the slip-up becomes public,
Heath does what any good friend would - he suggests they pretend the engagement is real until the Giveaway is
over and then quietly “break up” when no one is paying any attention. It’s the perfect solution, except Heath very
quickly realises that pretending Andie is his is no hardship at all. In fact, it may just be the best thing that’s ever
happened to him…
Otzinachson John Meginness 2012-03-08 Otzinachson, or, a history of the West Branch Valley of the
Susquehanna embraces a full account of its settlement--trials and privations endured by the first pioneers--full
accounts of the Indian wars, predatory incursions, abductions, and massacres, &c., together with an account of
the fair play system, and the trying scenes of the big runaway, interspersed with biographical sketches of some
of the leading settlers, families, etc., together with pertinent anecdotes, statistics.
Bound to the Bachelor Sarah Mayberry 2015-02-20 Your date with Marietta local Beau Bennett includes a day
on the slopes at Big Sky Resort, complete with a sumptuous meal in the Resort’s fanciest fine dining restaurant
and door-to-door transport. Dig deep to secure the attentions of one of Montana’s most eligible - and elusive bachelors. Lily Taylor knows Beau Bennett dislikes her, but that won’t stop her from asking him to volunteer for
the Bachelor Auction she’s organized to help her friend Molly provide for her tragically injured son, Josh. If
Beau’s gorgeous face, piercing blue eyes and chiseled body inspires the women of Marietta to dig into their
pockets for a good cause, then Lily will do whatever it takes to secure his participation. Beau Bennett isn’t sure
how he wound up on the auction block being eyed up by hundreds of eager women, but he knows who to blame
for it - Lily Taylor, the sexy, distracting, off-limits best friend of his kid sister. As far as he’s concerned, the sooner
this nightmare is over, the better. The last thing either of them expects is for Lily to wind up bidding on - and

winning - Beau, or that their date will lead to Beau stepping in to save Lily when her past comes back to haunt
her. As Beau does his best to keep Lily safe, they discover that maybe they don’t dislike each other quite as
much as they thought. In fact, maybe it’s just the opposite…
Temporary Sarina Bowen 2017-09-12 By New York Times bestseller Sarah Mayberry and USA Today bestseller
Sarina Bowen The first time I lay eyes on Callan Walker, I know he’ll be trouble. With his smug grin, hot Aussie
accent and thousand dollar shoes, he’s just the kind of rich guy who always gets what he wants. And he wants
two things: a night of sin, and my cooperation as he outmaneuvers his powerful mother to take control of his
uncle’s estate. I can’t afford either one. I’m the only thing standing between my little sister and the foster care
system. He may have money and charm on his side, but I have something even more powerful — pure
desperation. This temp job at his mother’s company can become a full time job for me. It has to. But when
Callan’s eyes rake over my body, sometimes I forget my obligations. His piercing gaze finds the fun, optimistic
girl I used to be and not the tired person I’ve become. And it works—if only for a moment. Our night together was
a mistake. I can't afford to get sucked into his high-powered family’s treachery. But the closer I get to Callan, the
more layers I find beneath those expensive clothes. Though I can’t forget this is temporary. He’s temporary. I
have too much to lose. Too bad my foolish heart didn’t get the memo... **** Perfect for fans of: billionaire
romance, Carly Phillips, Vi Keeland, Penelope Ward, Meghan March, Elle Kennedy, Kendall Ryan, and Lauren
Blakely.
The Best Laid Plans Sarah Mayberry 2012-07-01 The Best Laid Plans by Sarah Mayberry Corporate lawyer
Alexandra Knight keeps her busy life in order with strict boundaries. But lately that's changed. Is it due to her out
of control biological clock that is ignoring her single status? Or is it sexy colleague Ethan Stone and his
outrageous proposition?. Ethans's solution to her dilemma – he'll be her baby daddy. They are really attracted to
each other,but crossing the line from co–worker to co–parent with Ethan could ruin all other men for Alex.
Within Reach Sarah Mayberry 2014-03-03 Something more than friendship Being a single dad was never on
Michael Young's agenda. Yet with the sudden loss of his wife, that's exactly the role he has. On his best days, he
thinks he can handle it. On his worst… Luckily, family friend Angie Bartlett has his back, easily stepping in to
help out. Lately, though, something has changed. Michael is noticing exactly how gorgeous Angie is, and how

single she is. She's constantly in his thoughts and he feels an attraction he never expected. Does he dare disrupt
the very good thing they have going? If they have a fling that goes nowhere, he stands to lose everything—
including her. But if they make it work, he stands to gain everything!
Below the Belt Sarah Mayberry 2008 To outfit his new gym, trainer Cooper Fitzgerald is looking for fresh boxing
talent. Male boxing talent, that is. So what on earth is he thinking by taking on Jamie Sawyer? She's stubborn,
difficult, aggressive--and far too hot for the kind of close contact training requires. But her skill in the ring is
turning his professional head. Too bad his isn't the only head that's turning. Jamie and her skimpy little shorts
have all the guys forgetting the power she packs in a punch. And when Jamie offers Cooper her irresistible body-no strings attached--he's down for the count. But can Cooper keep the line between trainer and sex buddy...or is
he setting himself up for another knockout?
Amorous Liaisons Sarah Mayberry 2008 Max Laurent has always wanted Maddy Green. But he let her go once
before rather than stand between her and her dreams. Now she's on his Paris doorstep, needing a place to stay.
She's just as hot and he wants her just as much. How can he resist seducing her? When Maddy's world falls
apart, it's only natural that she turns to Max for support. But fall into his bed? Never...until one steamy night, that
is. And having had a taste of him, she's hungry for more. Then she has the chance to resume her career,
although it means leaving him. Can she throw away the best sex--and the best friend--she's ever had?
Frankie Manning Frankie Manning 2007 In the early days of swing dancing, Frankie Manning stood out for his
moves and his innovative routines; he created the "air step" in the Lindy hop, a dance that took the U.S. and then
the world by storm. In this fascinating autobiography, choreographer and Tony Award winner (Black and Blue)
Frankie Manning recalls how his first years of dancing as a teenager at Harlem's Savoy Ballroom led to his
becoming chief choreographer and a lead dancer for "Whitey's Lindy Hoppers," a group that appeared on
Broadway, in Hollywood musicals, and on stages around the globe. Manning brings the Swing Era vividly back to
life with his recollections of crowded ballrooms and of Lindy hoppers trying to outdo each other in spectacular
performances. His memories of the many headliners and film stars, as well as uncelebrated dancers with whom
he shared the stage, create a unique portrait of an era in which African American performers enjoyed the
spotlight, if not a star's prerogatives and salary. With collaborator Cynthia Millman, Manning traces the evolution

of swing dancing from its early days in Harlem through the post-World War II period, until it was eclipsed by rock
'n' roll and then disco. When swing made a comeback, Manning's 30-year hiatus ended. He has been
performing, choreographing, and teaching ever since.
On Paradise Drive David Brooks 2004-06-02 The author of the acclaimed bestseller Bobos in Paradise, which
hilariously described the upscale American culture, takes a witty look at how being American shapes us, and
how America's suburban civilization will shape the world's future. Take a look at Americans in their natural
habitat. You see suburban guys at Home Depot doing that special manly, waddling walk that American men do
in the presence of large amounts of lumber; super-efficient ubermoms who chair school auctions, organize the
PTA, and weigh less than their children; workaholic corporate types boarding airplanes while talking on their cell
phones in a sort of panic because they know that when the door closes they have to turn their precious phone off
and it will be like somebody stepped on their trachea. Looking at all this, you might come to the conclusion that
we Americans are not the most profound people on earth. Indeed, there are millions around the world who
regard us as the great bimbos of the globe: hardworking and fun, but also materialistic and spiritually shallow.
They've got a point. As you drive through the sprawling suburbs or eat in the suburban chain restaurants (which
if they merged would be called Chili's Olive Garden Hard Rock Outback Cantina), questions do occur. Are we
really as shallow as we look? Is there anything that unites us across the divides of politics, race, class, and
geography? What does it mean to be American? Well, mentality matters, and sometimes mentality is all that
matters. As diverse as we are, as complacent as we sometimes seem, Americans are united by a common
mentality, which we have inherited from our ancestors and pass on, sometimes unreflectingly, to our kids. We
are united by future-mindedness. We see the present from the vantage point of the future. We are tantalized, at
every second of every day, by the awareness of grand possibilities ahead of us, by the bounty we can realize
just over the next ridge. This mentality leads us to work feverishly hard, move more than any other people on
earth, switch jobs, switch religions. It makes us anxious and optimistic, manic and discombobulating. Even in the
superficiality of modern suburban life, there is some deeper impulse still throbbing in the heart of average
Americans. That impulse is the subject of this book.
Her Favourite Rival Sarah Mayberry 2013-01-01 Annotation. Audrey Mathews has worked hard to get where she

is. Now she's up for a promotion and nothing will stand in her way - including Zach Black. He's hot, smart...and
the competition. When they're assigned to the same project she's shocked at how much she actually likes about
him...and how much she misjudged him. Before long Audrey is seriously falling for Zach - indulging in an affair
that's against company policy. And when the stakes rise, it's clear only one of them can get ahead. So where do
they draw the line between competition and love?
Irresistible Cowboy Sarah Mayberry 2017-05-09 He’s used to risking it all in the ring, but nothing prepared him
for love… After flying half-way around the world to surprise her boyfriend, Evie Forrester finds herself
heartbroken and stranded in a strange city. What could be a total disaster becomes something else when a tall,
dark bull rider turns out to be a white knight in disguise. Evie isn’t sure she needs saving, but Tanner Harding is
a difficult man to deny. He’s even harder to resist… Tanner Harding can tame a monster bull with ease, but he
never expected to be floored by someone like Evie. Sparks fly between them until injury threatens to end
Tanner’s career –and suddenly he’s the one in need of a rescue. Evie can’t turn her back on her wounded hero
and, as Tanner struggles with his recovery, she’s not sure she can guard her heart against him either. Tanner
knows Evie has slipped under his skin, but she lives in Australia and his future is under a cloud. Can two people
with too many reasons to walk away make the bold decision to stay?
Almost a Bride Sarah Mayberry 2014-04-12 The Great Wedding Giveaway - Book 3 Tara Buck has always been
the good sister, level-headed by comparison to Scarlett, her flaky, impulsive twin. But when Tara learns her
fiancé has been cheating on her with one of his school students, the orderly world she’s created for herself
suddenly feels as if it’s falling apart. For years she chose the safe option, but from now on she’s going to live a
little, stretch her wings…be a little daring. And if that means acting on the long-suppressed feelings she’s always
had for Reid Dalton, then so be it! Reid has wanted Tara from the moment he met her, but she’s always been out
of bounds. Not only is she his patrol partner at the Bozeman PD, she’s also engaged. But then her relationship
blows up, and Reid finds himself battling his own instinct to stake his claim with the finest, hottest woman he’s
ever known. Even if anything did happen between them, it would only ever be temporary - Reid’s a born
wanderer, while Tara’s roots run deep in Marietta. So even if things are good between them, it seems their
romance is destined to be short and sweet... Tara’s twin sister, Scarlett, also has a Montana Born Brides story:

look out for Second Chance Bride by Trish Morey.
Hot for Him Sarah Mayberry 2007 Working in Hollywood is always about getting to the top.Or on top, as feisty
producer Claudia Dostis prefers. Butwhen she contends with her outrageously sexy adversary, Leandro
Mandalor, the stakes change. Her charming opponent is definitely up to Claudia'schallenge. He convinces her
they must come together--inthe office and in the bedroom. Suddenly getting on tophas a whole new
meaning...and leads to a new level ofsensual satisfaction. But can Claudia let go of her needto succeed long
enough to allow someone else to win?
The Trouble with Christmas Amy Andrews 2019-09-24 "[W]ill generate holiday spirit in even the most Scroogelike reader.” Kirkus Review, Starred Review All Suzanne St. Michelle wants is an over-the-top, eggnog-induced
holiday with her best friend in Credence, Colorado. But when her hoity-toity parents insist she come home for
Christmas in New York, she blurts out that her sexy landlord is actually her boyfriend and she can’t leave
him—Joshy loves Christmas. The more twinkle lights the better. Rancher Joshua Grady does not love
Christmas. Or company, or chatty women. Unfortunately for him, the chattiest woman ever has rented the
cottage on his ranch, invited her rich, art-scene parents, and now insists he play “fake rancher boyfriend” in a
production of the Hokiest Christmas Ever. And somehow...she gets him to agree. Apparently, he’ll do anything to
get his quiet life back. At least there’s mistletoe every two feet—and kissing Suzy is surprisingly easy. But in the
midst of acres of tinsel, far too many tacky Christmas sweaters, and a tree that can be seen from space, he’s
starting to want what he lost when he was a kid—a family. Too bad it’s with a woman heading back to New York
before the ball drops... Each book in the Credence, Colorado series is STANDALONE: * Nothing But Trouble *
The Trouble with Christmas * Asking for Trouble
Her Kind of Trouble Sarah Mayberry 2014-04-01 It takes one to know one The moment Vivian Walker spies Seth
Anderson she knows they're a match made in hedonistic pleasure. And they both agree their one night together
is all about fun, not forever. Now, years later, Seth remains a favorite memory. Surely the sizzling chemistry has
faded, though, right? Apparently not. Because he's still sinfully attractive, and she likes the man he is. When he
suddenly becomes a full-time dad to his newborn daughter, Vivian falls hard. Yet despite the responsibilities, he's

not a good bet for commitment. And she needs to guard her heart before she gets into trouble!
The Rebel and the Cowboy Sarah Mayberry 2019-04-29 He's got a lean, hard body and the heart of a poet...
Casey Carmody may be the dreamer in his family, but he’s a born-and-bred cowboy. His days are spent on the
family ranch while his nights belong to his band and the music they create. Casey would never dream of walking
away from his responsibilities to pursue a career in music – until he meets urban artist Eva King. Eva has always
been a rebel. In town to try to kickstart her career, the last thing she expects is to feel an instant connection with
a cowboy. They both fall hard, but it doesn’t take long for the rebel in her to clash with Casey’s determination to
do the right thing – even if that means sacrificing his dreams. With so much at stake, can these two soulmates
risk building a life together?
The Cowboy Meets His Match Sarah Mayberry 2018-08-21 All Cassidy Jane Cooper wants is to fulfill her dream
to compete in pro rodeo. CJ knows she’s going to have to work harder and smarter than everyone else to prove
herself in the traditionally all-male saddle bronc competition. That means she shouldn’t look twice at handsome,
charming cowboy, Jesse Carmody. She needs to focus on the competition, not one of her competitors. If only he
wasn’t so damn hot… Jesse Carmody thinks he’s seen it all–until CJ’s arrival throws him for a loop. She’s tough,
sexy, and challenging. Jesse quickly realizes he wants to know a whole lot more about this intriguing woman.
When CJ faces ugly opposition from others on the circuit, Jesse is there to offer a friendly hand–and more, if she
wants it. Between her trials in the arena and fighting to get the other riders to respect her, CJ knows getting
involved with Jesse is the last thing she should do. But she can’t seem to keep away. Which leaves her with a
choice–the man of her heart, or the career of her dreams? Or can she have them both?
Can't Get Enough Sarah Mayberry 2007
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